Blood neurofilament light in remote settings: Alternative protocols to support sample collection in challenging pre-analytical conditions
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Abstract
Introduction: This study investigated alternative pre-analytical handling of blood for neurofilament light (NfL) analysis where resources are limited.
Method: Plasma NfL was measured with single molecule array after alternative blood processing procedures: dried plasma spots (DPS), dried blood spots (DBS), and delayed 48-hour centrifugation. These were compared to standardized plasma processing (reference standard [RS]). In a discovery cohort (n = 10) and a confirmatory cohort (n = 21), whole blood was obtained from individuals with unknown clinical etiology. In the confirmatory cohort, delayed centrifugation protocol was paired with either 37°C incubation or sample shaking to test the effect of these parameters.
Results: Delayed centrifugation (R² = 0.991) and DPS (discovery cohort, R² = 0.954; confirmatory cohort, DPS: R² = 0.961) methods were strongly associated with the RS. Delayed centrifugation with higher temperatures (R² = 0.995) and shaking (R² = 0.975) did not affect this association. DPS (P < 0.001) returned concentrations considerably lower than the RS.
Discussion: DPS or delayed centrifugation are viable pre-analytical procedures for the accurate quantification of plasma NfL.
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1 INTRODUCTION

There is increasing evidence supporting the value of blood biomarkers in research contexts, clinical evaluation, and pharmaceutical trials of neurological diseases. This is to a large extent owing to the rapid evolution of technological advances of immunoassay-based platforms, such as single molecule array (Simoa). One breakthrough has been the femtomolar quantification of neurofilament light (NFL) in blood,1 one of the main constituents of the axonal cytoskeleton. NFL has emerged as a valuable biomarker of general neuroaxonal injury, which is increased in most neurodegenerative diseases,2 including Alzheimer’s disease (AD),3 as well in infectious,4 neuroinflammatory,5 and acute neurological conditions.6–7 However, virtually all research on NFL has been performed in well-characterized research cohorts or clinical settings with immediate access to advanced laboratory equipment such as ultra-low temperature freezers and centrifuges, allowing for quick processing...
and storage of plasma or serum. Several studies have reported the very limited effects of freeze-thaw cycles and plasma storage at room temperature (RT) on NFL stability.\textsuperscript{8–10} but for NFL to be accessible also in remote and less privileged conditions, alternative blood sampling protocols need to be considered. To overcome this issue, quick and inexpensive methods not reliant upon strict cold-chain transport should be developed. Furthermore, methods in which a blood sample could be conceivably obtained in patient/participant homes would increase clinical outreach and participant involvement in therapeutic trials. This would also be of great value to enable research studies being continued during the COVID-19 pandemic. Methods with potential to meet these requirements include dried blood (DBS)\textsuperscript{11} or plasma spots (DPS),\textsuperscript{12} the latter being simplified recently in the form of Noviplex cards, with built-in technology to separate soluble proteins from the cell fraction of whole blood. These methods have proven feasible to use for the measurement of NFL.\textsuperscript{12} Alternatively, one could transport collecting tubes with whole blood and delay sample preparation to the arrival at an advanced laboratory. This would also simplify blood collection at point-of-care.

Blood-based biomarkers hold great promise, and reaching distant populations would even further increase their value. Therefore, we aimed to evaluate alternative methods to simplify the pre-analytical procedure of blood NFL measurements in 31 individuals from two cohorts.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Samples

Fresh blood samples (leftover whole blood from clinical routine analyses) were collected at the Clinical Chemistry Laboratory, Sahlgrenska University Hospital, Mölndal, Sweden, as a part of routine evaluation. The discovery cohort used blood samples from \( n = 10 \) individuals, whereas \( n = 21 \) individuals were included in the confirmatory cohort. The study was conducted in accordance with the Ethics Committee at University of Gothenburg (EPN140811). Because all samples were provided anonymously by laboratory personnel and left over from clinical routine, no informed consent was necessary for this study to be conducted.

2.2 | Blood collection and preparation

Blood was collected by venipuncture in EDTA tubes (Vacuette\textsuperscript{®} tube 6 mL, \#456243, Greiner Bio-One GmbH, Kremsmuenster, Austria). As reference standard (RS), in both cohorts, blood was centrifuged within 2 hours of collection at 20\textdegree{C}, spun at 2000 \( g \) for 10 minutes and stored at \(-80^\circ\text{C}\) pending biochemical analysis. In the discovery cohort, 65 \( \mu \)L of blood was spotted onto (1) Noviplex Duo Card, returning an equivalent of 14 \( \mu \)L of plasma (Noviplex DPS; https://www.shimadzu.co.uk/noviplex-cards-1); (2) protein saver cards (DBS) \( \#10534612; \) Whatman \#903, GE Healthcare), two spots for each patient. Both Noviplex DPS and DBS cards were then wrapped in plastic foil and stored in zip-lock bags at RT until further processing. Additionally, whole blood was aliquoted into new EDTA tubes, which were then kept at RT for 48 hours before being handled according to standard plasma protocol. In the confirmatory cohort, whole blood was again spotted onto Noviplex DPS cards but not DBS. Instead of storing samples on a lab bench at RT, the aim was to simulate transport in equatorial conditions. Thus, whole blood was stored either at 37\textdegree{C} for 48 hours, or shaken on a rocker for 3 hours at 300 RPM, and then standing on a lab bench for 45 hours before being handled according to standard plasma protocol.

2.3 | Biochemical analysis

Prior to analysis, DBS cards were collected by cutting with a sterilized knife along the lines of the card and then incubated in 120 \( \mu \)L phosphate-buffered saline at 37\textdegree{C} and 400 \( g \) for 1 hour. The elution and cards were then transferred to a 0.5 mL bottomless Eppendorf tube, slotted inside a 1.5 mL Eppendorf, which was spun at 20\textdegree{C} and 2000 \( g \) for 10 minutes. Noviplex DPS cards were prepared by eluting the protein-containing disc using 100 \( \mu \)L of buffer used for the Simoa analysis (Sample Diluent, \#502186 NF-light, Quanterix). All samples were measured for NFL on the same analytical run, using a Simoa HD-X analyzer (Quanterix) at the Neurochemistry Laboratory, Sahlgren-
FIGURE 1  Correlation between RS NfL and alternative sample handling. This figure shows the correlation between NfL concentrations using the RS and (A) Noviplex DPS cards, (B) DBS cards, and (C) plasma stored at RT for 48 hours before analysis in the discovery cohort, as well as with (D) Noviplex DPS cards, (E) rocking for 3 hours at RT and then RT for 45 hours, and (F) 37°C incubation for 48 hours in the confirmatory cohort. Abbreviations: DBS, dried blood spots; DPS, dried plasma spots; NfL, neurofilament light; RS, reference standard; RT, room temperature. R², equations and P values are derived from linear regression models ska University Hospital. All results were compensated for dilutions, except for DBS cards for which the dilution factor was not known. One Noviplex DPS sample in the discovery cohort fell below the limit of detection of the assay.

2.4 Statistical analysis

Associations between the RS and alternative sample processing methods were assessed using linear regression models. Wilcoxon signed rank tests were used to compare the absolute concentrations of alternative processing methods against the RS. All statistical analyses were performed in GraphPad Prism version 8.0.0 for Mac (GraphPad Software). Two-sided significance was set at P < 0.05.

3 RESULTS

Strong associations were found for all three alternative sample handling protocols with the RS. Noviplex DPS cards (R² = 0.954, P < 0.0001; Figure 1A) and DBS cards (R² = 0.589, P = 0.009, Figure 1B) were slightly less associated than delayed centrifugation at RT, which displayed a near perfect association (R² = 0.991, P < 0.0001; Figure 1C). These results were largely replicated in the confirmatory cohort (Noviplex DPS: R² = 0.961, P < 0.0001: Figure 1D). It was also proven that shaking (R² = 0.975, P < 0.0001: Figure 1E) of the samples or exposure to higher temperature (R² = 0.995, P < 0.0001: Figure 1F) did not affect the promising results of delayed centrifugation from the discovery cohort.

In both cohorts, Noviplex DPS and DBS cards returned significantly lower concentrations of NfL compared to the RS (DPS: Figure 2A, discovery cohort, P < 0.01; DBS: P < 0.05, Figure 2). The delayed centrifugation at RT as well as incubation at 37°C gave slightly higher concentrations of NfL than the RS (P < 0.05, Figure 2C, 2F). No differences were observed for shaking in the confirmatory cohort (Figure 2E).

4 DISCUSSION

In this study, we provide evidence that NfL concentrations remain stable after delaying centrifugation of whole blood. We also corroborate previous results that Noviplex DPS results strongly correlate with RS plasma concentrations, albeit at lower concentrations.12

First, delayed centrifugation of whole blood while exposing it to shaking did not affect NfL concentrations, while they only slightly increased when whole blood was stored at 37°C and at RT in the discovery cohort. This highlights the stability of plasma NfL, and enables
Figure 2 Comparison between NfL concentrations with the RS and alternative sample handling. Comparison of NfL concentrations using the RS versus (A) Noviplex DPS cards, (B) DBS cards, and (C) plasma stored at RT for 48 hours before analysis in the discovery cohort, as well as with (D) Noviplex DPS cards, (E) rocking for 3 hours at RT and then RT for 45 hours, and (F) 37°C incubation for 48 hours in the confirmatory cohort. Abbreviations: DBS, dried blood spots; DPS, dried plasma spots; NfL, neurofilament light; RS, reference standard; RT, room temperature.

* = \( P < 0.05 \), ** = \( P < 0.01 \), *** = \( P < 0.001 \)

Use of the same age-related cut-offs that have been suggested for commonly processed plasma in clinical routine may be used.

The concentrations found in samples processed as Noviplex DPS were substantially lower, and similar to those reported by Lombardi et al. in patients with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) and controls, but demonstrated strong correlations with standard procedures. Therefore, adjusted cut-off values would have to be used for a DPS collection method. However, DPS offers significant advantages and remains a promising simplified plasma processing alternative. One context would be in epidemiological studies in developing countries, where relative associations between NfL and other factors could still be investigated on a population level. Further, a DPS method conceivably could be used as a “home testing” tool to reach vulnerable populations with difficulties visiting neurology or memory clinics, particularly during the COVID-19 pandemic, as well as for regular monitoring in therapeutic trials. A limitation of the Noviplex DPS cards used in this study is the current cost, which is estimated at $30 per card.

DBS sampling was first introduced in 1961 as a method to detect phenylketonuria as a part of the newborn screening program, and has since been used in various conditions, such as in the determination of HbA1c concentration and human immunodeficiency virus viral load. Here, we show that concentrations of NfL in DBS cards correlate with the RS, similar to what was found in a prior study. However, the complex matrix of the elute, similar to hemolyzed blood, likely contains proteases, membrane components, and hemoglobin, which could explain the results being inferior to Noviplex DPS and delayed centrifugation methods.

Strengths of this study include the availability of whole blood that could be prepared instantly after collection, as well as the comparison of several putative pre-analytical methods in a controlled environment. In a clinical or research scenario, it is desired to measure several analytes implicated in neurological disease, such as tau phosphorylated at amino acid 181 or 217, total tau, glial fibrillary acidic protein, or amyloid beta 1-40 and 1-42 using these pre-analytical procedures. One limitation is the small sample size, with unknown pathology, but the RS NfL concentrations span the clinically relevant range, which speaks for the generalizability of the results. Additionally, it should be noted that this is a study focused on the pre-analytics of a well-characterized biomarker, and that the different sample handling conditions were compared head-to-head, providing a proof-of-concept for alternative sample handling methods in blood NfL measurements.

To conclude, these findings have several potential implications. Due to the excellent concordance between delayed centrifugation of whole blood and the RS, it could be a viable alternative in remote settings, such as distant health care centers or for home collection, while essentially adhering to the cut-offs currently in use. Additionally, DPS sam-
pling could be used in large population-based studies in which accessibility is the main priority.
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